ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Arabidopsis thaliana is the most important "model system" in plant biology. Its genome was the the first of a plant to be sequenced -in December 2000 [3] . Arabidopsis was chosen because of its amenable properties for experiments: rapid growth, small size and prolific offspring production. Understanding its genome is a basis for understanding the biology of all plants, and the crops we depend on for life.
At the time the sequence was published, 69% of genes were assigned to functional categories by sequence similarity. Most of these functional assignments were produced automatically using sequence similarity to other proteins of "known" function, with only 9% being characterised experimentally. Thus, approximately 30% remained unclassified, have no close similar sequences of known function.
Although there are now more annotations that have been examined manually since the original annotation, the proportion of genes still with no annotation at all has not changed. The Arabidopsis Information Resource 1 (TAIR) provides annotations to Gene Ontology 2 terms. As of 2/3/04, TAIR had no annotation or annotation to "molecular function unknown" for 35% of genes. This figure changes little over time. Using the TAIR/TIGR annotations from GeneOntology.org as of 2/1/06, 37% of genes had no annotation, or 1 TAIR: http://www.arabidopsis.org/ 2 Gene Ontology: http://www.geneontology.org/ annotation to "molecular function unknown". As of 3/3/04, MIPS 3 had no annotation or annotation to "unclassified proteins" or "classification not yet clear-cut" for 44% of genes. By 2/1/06, this figure for the MIPS Pedant automatically derived categories was 58%. Gutiérrez et al. [13] estimate that 3,848 Arabidopsis proteins are plant-specific, and more than half of these are of unknown function.
The use of computational methods in making predictions for gene function is now a well established field [4, 14, 22, 24, 27] . We have previously successfully used machine learning and data mining to predict functions of genes in S. cerevisiae, E. coli and M. tuberculosis, [7, 18, 17] , and many of these predictions have been confirmed since they were made [19] .
In this paper we use machine learning and data mining to produce rules that predict the function of genes in Arabidopsis from a wide variety of sources of data. This is a challenging bioinformatic task because the assembled data is often relational and highly structured, and cannot readily be used in standard attribute-value data mining/machine learning approaches. We use a combination of multi-relational data mining and the conventional decision tree learning algorithm C4.5 [25] .
We use several different types of bioinformatic data. The different data sources are used independently and then as a single combined data source, so that we can see their relative potential and combined ability. The functional classification schemes, data, methods and results are described in more detail in the following sections.
FUNCTION
Functional classification schemes are now widely used in genome annotation. Probably the first such scheme was developed specifically for E. coli [26] , and since then a number of similar schemes have arisen. The two most widely used function classification schemes are Gene Ontology 4 [11] and MIPS's FunCat 5 [10] . Each of these schemes is essentially a tree ordered by generality of function, with general classes at the top of the hierarchy which are broken down into more specific classes further down the hierarchy (controversially Gene Ontology is not a pure tree and small parts of it have the form of a directed acyclic graph. Both schemes provide a controlled vocabulary of terms to describe function.
However, neither scheme is ideal for use in the automated prediction of functional class [15] . The relationships between terms and between levels of the hierarchy, the orthogonality of concepts they describe, the completeness and consistency of terms and the deductions that can be made from the relationships still all need to be clarified. However, such schemes are an undeniable step forward and enable new approaches to functional bioinformatics -such as those applied in this paper.
Annotations to classes in Gene Ontology have been made available for at least 20 different species, sometimes from more than one annotating organisation. Annotations to MIPS's FunCat scheme have been made for 10 species. The FunCat originated from the need to annotate S. cerevisiae, but has recently been expanded to be suitable for other species. MIPS maintain a mapping between GO and MIPS classes.
We chose to distinguish between annotations that had been made automatically, and those that had been made manually. Gene Ontology provides an evidence code for each annotation indicating how the annotation was derived. All annotations with the code "IEA" (Inferred by Electronic Annotation) were taken to be automatic, and all others manual. MIPS provides two independent sets of annotations, which are described as "automatic" and "manual".
We chose to use the top 4 levels of Gene Ontology's "molecular function" scheme and the top 4 levels of MIPS's FunCat.
DATA
Six sources of data were used: sequence, expression, SCOP, secondary structure, InterPro and sequence similarity. In addition, a composite data set was formed.
Sequence: The sequence data comprised of attributes that could be calculated directly from the sequence alone, or data relating to the position of the sequence in the genome. These were either obtained from MIPS 6 , calculated using Expasy's ProtParam tool 7 , or calculated directly. The attributes are summarised in table 1. There were a total of 4,450 propositional attributes for each protein sequence.
Expression: The expression data was provided by NASC's 8 Affymetrix service "Affywatch" 9 . We used the results of 43 experiments from CDs provided between December 2002 and January 2004, taking the signal, detection call and detection p-values. This gave a dataset consisting of 1251 attributes. The Affywatch service uses Affymetrix Arabidopsis 8K and 25K arrays, so some data are available for the majority of the protein sequences in the genome, and some for only a subset.
Predicted SCOP class: The SCOP data comprises the SCOP superfamily class predictions as made by the Superfamily server 10 [12] . This server uses Hidden Markov Models of the superfamilies, created from seed sequences and their alignments to homologs within a superfamily. A protein sequence may have more than one structural domain, and so can match more than one model, and therefore be predicted to be in more than one superfamily. E-values are given for the scores. Each superfamily that was matched by at least some sequence was used as an attribute in this dataset. The e-values of the match are used as the values for the attributes, with the excessive value 10 used to indicate lack of a match for a sequence and a 6 superfamily. The dataset had 2003 attributes (superfamilies that the sequences could belong to). The SCOP predictions were produced by Superfamily on 7/3/04. Predicted Secondary Structure: Secondary structure was predicted for each protein sequence using Prof 11 [23] . This gives a prediction of alpha helix, beta strand or coil for each amino acid position in the protein sequence. These are then represented as a set of Prolog facts describing the positions and lengths of each alpha, beta or coil section. The Prolog facts were then mined by the first order association mining algorithm PolyFARM [6] , a Warmr-like algorithm, in order to collect frequently occurring associations of facts. 14,806 frequently occurring associations were collected from the total of 1,292,068 training data facts, using a minimum frequency of 0.01. The frequency threshold was experimentally chosen to provide a tractable number of attributes. Boolean attributes were then formed depending on the whether these patterns occurred in the sequence or not. These attributes are the final dataset. For this type of data constructed in this manner, a typical C4.5 training data file is 183 Mb in size.
InterPro: InterPro is a collection of several motif or signature finding databases. These include PROSITE, PRINTS, Pfam, ProDom, SMART and TIGRFAMs databases. InterPro data was calculated using the EBI's stand-alone InterProScan package 12 [29] , and the tool and collection of databases were downloaded on 17/6/03.
Signatures from several databases can be grouped within one InterPro entry, if they refer to the same protein family. Thus the data is easily described in a relational manner [8, 1] -a protein sequence is found to have 0 or more InterPro entries, each of which have 1 or more component database entries (i.e. hits in the protein motif databases). An example of a sequence with 3 InterPro entries is given in Figure 1 . The InterPro data was then mined in the same manner as the structure data, in order to produce frequent patterns that could be used as Boolean attributes. 82,722 training data facts became 2,817 Boolean attributes. A typical C4.5 training file is 36 Mb.
Sequence similarity profile: A PSI-BLAST search [2] was conducted for each protein sequence against NCBI's NRDB (nonredundant protein database). We used blastpgp (BLASTP 2.0.6), and nrdb as of 24/05/2001 ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ blast/db/ (maximum 20 iterations, −h0.0005, −e500). For each Arabidopsis sequence we wished to make use of as much of the information known about their similar sequences as possible. Therefore, all hits with e-values less than 10 that has a SWISSPROT accession id were retrieved from SWISSPROT v41. The SWIS-SPROT information about these hits was translated into Prolog facts. The types of facts used for each hit are shown in Table 2 .
The sequence similarity profile data was extremely large, consisting of more than 117 million facts in the training data alone. This was mined using PolyFARM, in the same way that the structure data was mined. 197,539 frequent associations were produced (mining with a minimum frequency of 0.005). If each Arabidopsis sequence has nearly 200,000 Boolean attributes, this can create very large files. Even when the data is split into training, validation, test and "unknown" sets we can be dealing with files that approach 2Gb in size, when each Boolean is stored as a character, (as is normal for input into machine learning algorithms). In order to reduce the number of attributes, they were filtered to exclude attributes that remained constant across 95% of the training data. This gave us a set of 72,871 attributes. A typical C4.5 training data file is still 819Mb.
Composite: In addition to the individual datasets, a composite data set was formed by combining the six data sets. Feature selection was applied to each to reduce the volume of data. This was done by filtering features that remained constant across some percentage of the training data. The percentage used varied across the data sets, depending on their size, and ranged from 80% for the sequence similarity data up to 98% for the InterPro and SCOP data. The composite data set contained 42,704 attributes.
METHODS
We used the Data Mining Prediction (DMP) method as described in more detail in [17] . Briefly: the data is split into 2/3 for model-building and 1/3 to be held out as independent test data. The model-building data is again further split into 2/3 for training and 1/3 for validation. If the data is relational a preprocessing step of first order association mining (PolyFARM [6] ) was applied to the model-building data. The frequent associations found in the data are used as Boolean attributes (testing whether each sequence has this association or not).
After the data had been propositionalised, C4.5 [25] , a decision tree algorithm, was applied to the training data to produce rules. We applied our modified version of C4.5 that allows sequences to be labelled with multiple functional classes [5] .
The rules were tested against the validation data in order to filter out rules that overfitted the data. We tested for statistical significance of the precision of the rules on the validation data set. The test used the hypergeometric distribution with an α value of 0.05 and a Bonferroni correction. N.B. We used this validation step in order to select just the best rules, rather than to produce a classifier that tries to classify the whole data set.
Finally we measured the precision (positive predictive value) of the selected rules against the held out test data, and applied the rules to the protein sequences of unknown function in order to make predictions of their function.
This process was repeated for each type of annotation (MIPS or GO, manual or automatic), and for each type of data, for comparison purposes. The modified version of C4.5 allows all functional categories to be dealt with at the same time.
RESULTS
The final rules produced have both good test precision and are biologically informative.
The full rulesets can be found at http://www.aber.ac.uk/ compsci/Research/bio/dss/arabpreds/ and the predictions that have been made can be found in an easy to query and read format at http://www.genepredictions.org/.
Precision and scale of predictions
In Tables 3 -6 we detail our results. We tabulate the numbers of rules produced and their average test precision for the different annotation schemes, the different levels of the functional hierarchies, and the different data types. We also detail the number of predictions we have made for the protein sequences of unknown function.
We report precision (positive predictive value, T P/T P + F P ). This is because the measurement of true or false negatives is misleading in this type of machine learning, for two reasons. One is that our validation step is designed to selects for only the best rules, rather than complete coverage, so measuring negative predictions does not provide any insight into performance. The second is that the true/false negatives would far outweigh the few positives and detract from understanding of the results. Table 3 shows the average rule precision and number of rules produced for each data type. The precision ranges between 42% and 85%. Expression data was the least informative, and predicted SCOP class data gave the most accurate rules.
The expression data was made up of data from many different experiments (see section 3). Each experiment had been conducted for a particular purpose, such as analysis of the pho3 mutation, changes induced by cold in freezing sensitive mutants, response to non-metabolised glucose analogues, etc., and each experiment has just a few readings for each gene in the genome, usually between 6 and 10. The problem in using this data for functional bioinformatics is that the goals of such targeted experiments may not match particularly well with the functional classes that we wished to predict. The result is that very few rules are produced from the expression data. Hence, a single rule with poor precision can really lower the average precision of the ruleset produced. However, as noticed before in our studies on the bacterial genomes and yeast, expression data is a strong predictor of ribosomal proteins, achieving rules that have a precision of 96% on test data. Many more expression data sets are now available for Arabidopsis (more than 800 experiments on Sequence "At1g01150" crc64 checksum: 95CFF5F90B6FB300 length: 315 aa. NASCArray as of January 2005), and this increased amount should improve the results when using this type of data in future.
The success of the SCOP data indicates the importance of structure in determining protein function [28] . This data produced many rules, and these rules usually contain only a single precondition, and are therefore testing for a match to a single SCOP class. This indicates a very close agreement between the functional class hierarchies and the SCOP hierarchy. It also neatly illustrates C4.5's ability to collapse complicated trees into simple rules.
The composite data set performs slightly worse than the SCOP data and approximately the same as the sequence similarity data. This indicates an inefficiency in the use of the composite information. The rules show a good mix of preconditions from all the data types (with expression data preconditions underrepresented, again showing that these are not strong class discriminators).
The figures for the different levels of the hierarchy in Table 4 indicate how the predictions change as the functional classes become more specific. Precision is highest at the most general level, but does not vary much across the levels.
Many predictions have been made, and the numbers of these predictions can be seen in Tables 5 and 6. Table 5 shows the total numbers of predictions broken down by datatype and by level. We can see that the expression data produces rules that make the fewest predictions (in line with it producing the fewest rules), and the sequence similarity and composite data make the most predictions. This perhaps indicates that rules produced from the composite data capture information about classes whose genes are as yet not well if kr7 ratio > 1.485 then the function is mips 05 "PROTEIN SYNTHESIS" Fig. 2 . Rule 547 produced using MIPS manual class annotations and sequence data, from level 1 of the class hierarchy determined. Table 6 shows the total number of predictions that were made from these rules for genes of unknown function. We made predictions with an estimated precision of at least 75% for a total of 8,156 protein sequences with no annotation from either GO/TAIR or MIPS.
Example analysis of several rules
In this section we describe a few of the rules in order to demonstrate their typical structure and interpretation. They are shown to be consistent with known biology, and are suggestive of novel science.
The rule in Figure 2 states that if the lysine-arginine ratio where these two amino acids are 7 residues apart (i.e. there are 6 residues between them) is greater than 1.485, then the gene is involved in protein synthesis. This rule has a precision of 42% on the test data (8/19) , whereas the prior probability of this class was just 4%. Of the 11 errors of commission, 5 are histone proteins. In our previous work on the M. tuberculosis genome [17] we found a similar rule covering genes involved in ribosomal protein synthesis, with the single precondition that the protein has >6.6% lysine. Both lysine and arginine are positively charged and are together known to make up to Table 4 . Total number of rules produced, and average rule precision (across all data types including composite). "Level" represents the level in the classification hierarchy: 1 is most general, 4 is most specific. "GO all" are the GO annotations made by TAIR including those with IEA evidence codes, "GO manual" are those excluding IEA annotations. "MIPS auto" are MIPS FunCat automatic annotations, "MIPS manual" are manual annotations.
29% of a histone protein, concentrated in the "arms" of the proteins that bind to the negatively charged phosphate groups in DNA. Also, lysine and arginine are abundant in the nuclear localisation signal. This is a particular motif that allows certain proteins to be transported through the nuclear envelope (see the NLSdb 13 for examples of this motif). Such proteins include histones and ribosomal proteins (moving into the nucleus after being produced in the cytosol). Interestingly, the training data proteins that match this rule do not align well using ClustalX. There are several strong pairwise alignments, Table 5 . Number of predictions made (by level or by datatype). "Level" represents the level in the classification hierarchy: 1 is most general, 4 is most specific. "GO all" are the GO annotations made by TAIR including those with IEA evidence codes, "GO manual" are those excluding IEA annotations. "MIPS auto" are MIPS FunCat automatic annotations, "MIPS manual" are manual annotations. Table 6 . Total number of predictions made with confidence of 75% or greater using training data from each classification scheme for genes whose function is unknown to each classification scheme, and for genes whose function is unknown to any scheme. Total also shown for the combination of all rules produced from using all schemes.
GO
but otherwise the collection is diverse. The K......R segments are scattered across the length of the proteins. The 6 residues between the lysine and arginine varied and an alignment of all the isolated K......R motifs showed no trends, but the most frequently occurring were aliphatics (L, A and V) and more lysine and arginine. This rule is an example of a case where the functional classification scheme didn't quite capture the common nature of these proteins. In this case their general function (binding to DNA or binding to RNA) may be similar, but that wasn't reflected in the class structure. The ribosomal proteins were classified by MIPS with the "mips 05" (protein synthesis) class. The histones were annotated variously with "mips 30 10" (nuclear organisation), "mips 30 13" (organisation of chromosome structure) or "mips 04 05" (mRNA transcription). 14 We have a related rule from the GO classification in Figure 3 . This rule has a precision of 80% and most matching proteins are labelled as "structural constituent of ribosome". The errors tend to be DNA binding proteins. This time the rule requires a high arginine-valine ratio, and a high theoretical pI (isoelectric point). The isoelectric 14 NB: The MIPS FunCat has altered recently: "mips 30" has since been renumbered "mips 70", and "mips 04 05" would now belong under "mips 11". if theo pI > 10.07 and rv6 ratio > 1.55 then the function is GO:0005198 "structural molecule activity" Fig. 3 . Rule 294 produced using GO manual class annotations and sequence data, from level 1 of the class hierarchy if highly similar to a pichia protein with hssp dbref but not highly similar to a proteobacteria protein with EMBL dbref then the function is GO:0003824 "catalytic activity" Fig. 4 . Rule 296 produced using GO manual class annotations and sequence similarity data, from level 1 of the class hierarchy if highly similar to a lactobacillus protein but not highly similar to a bacillus subtilis protein and not highly similar to a short hydrolase protein then the function is GO:0004803 "transposase activity" Fig. 5 . Rule 490 produced using GO manual class annotations and sequence similarity data, from level 2 of the class hierarchy point is the pH at which the protein would have no net charge. Having a theoretical pI above 10 means that at a neutral pH the protein will be positively charged (whereas most proteins would be negatively charged at a neutral pH). This is consistent with the protein binding to DNA/RNA and with the rule in Figure 2 .
The rule in Figure 4 has a precision of 100% on all data sets (training, test and validation), and the matching sequences (38, 18 and 35 respectively) have either serine carboxypeptidase activity or ubiquitin conjugating enzyme activity. The Pichia are yeast, a genus of fungi, similar to Candida. "hssp dbref" refers to the protein having an entry in the HSSP database 15 (Homology-derived Secondary Structure of Proteins). The Proteobacteria are a diverse class of gram-negative bacteria containing nitrogen-fixing bacteria and enterobacteria such as E. coli. This rule makes predictions for 7 genes of unknown function. Ubiquitin is found in all eukaryotes, but not in bacteria, which is consistent with this rule. The Merops 16 peptidase database summary for peptidase family S10 shows that whilst Arabidopsis is abundant in serine carboxypeptidases, Pichia has only a couple, and most bacteria have none. The role of most of the serine carboxypeptidases in Arabidopsis is unknown [20] .
The rule in Figure 5 has a precision of 100% on the test data and makes predictions for 37 sequences of unknown function to be involved in transposase activity. A ClustalX alignment shows the 14 matching test set sequences to be very strongly related. NCBI's Blast Web Service detected putative conserved domains for Mutator transposases in these sequences. Mutator transposases are factors required for transposition of the Mutator family of transposons. Mutator is the most active transposable system in higher plants [9] and the Mutator system is autonomous -it can activate its if highly similar to a lymnaeoidea protein with a Smart dbref but not highly similar to a rattus protein with a Smart dbref then the function is GO:0005200 "structural constituent of cytoskeleton" Fig. 6 . Rule 678 produced using GO manual class annotations and sequence similarity data, from level 2 of the class hierarchy if there is a match to the InterPro record named RNA-binding region RNP-1 (RNA recognition motif), via a profscan motif in this record then the function is GO:0003723 "RNA binding" Fig. 7 . Rule 490 produced using GO manual class annotations and InterPro data, from level 3 of the class hierarchy own transposition. The Mutator autonomous element contains 2 protein sequences encoding the proteins MURA and MURB. MURA is believed to be the transposase and has similarity to several bacterial insertion sequences, including IS256 [9] . IS256 is found in Lactobacillus but not in Bacillus [21] (see Table 3 at http://mmbr.asm. org/cgi/content/full/62/3/725/T3). This rule raises interesting questions about the origin of plant transposases. Figure 6 shows a simple rule, which has a precision of 100% on all three datasets (training, validation and test) and makes predictions for 4 genes of unknown function. Why these particular conditions should hold is unclear. The Lymnaeoidea are a superfamily of pond snails, including biomphalaria glabrata (the most important intermediate hosts for a widespread pathogen of humans, the digenetic trematode Schistosoma mansoni). The genus Rattus encompasses the rat species. Smart is a database that contains signatures from domains from signalling and extracellular proteins. Proteins that match this rule are all very similar to a protein from biomphalaria glabrata [SWISSPROT p92179 ]. This is a cytoplasmic actin. These are only weakly similar to Rattus proteins, so it would appear that vertebrate lineage has diverged more strongly from the ancestral form of the protein than either plants or molluscs. This implies evolutionary pressure on these proteins in mammals. The genes of unknown function predicted by this rule are: At1g03060 (WD-40 repeat family protein / beige-related), At1g61180 (disease resistance protein), At4g16960 (disease resistance protein), and At5g43500 (which encodes 3 potential proteins including one whose "sequence is similar to actin-related proteins (ARPs) in other organisms")
The rule in Figure 7 has a precision of 97.14% (68/70) on the held out test set, and is based solely on a single InterPro record. This makes predictions for 45 genes which are either of previously unknown function, or annotated less specifically, such as "nucleic acid binding". This highlights an inefficiency in previous annotations.
The rule shown in Figure 8 has a precision of 71% on test data and makes many predictions for genes of unknown function. SCOP class "e" is the class of multi-domain proteins -proteins with folds consisting of two or more domains belonging to different classes. Viridiplantae is the class of green plants. Here the multi-domain condition is intriguing.
if the protein sequence has a strong similarity to a Viridiplantae protein with keyword "transferase" and it is predicted to be in SCOP class "e" then the function is mips 90 "TRANSPOSABLE ELEMENTS, VIRAL AND PLASMID PROTEINS" Fig. 8 . Rule 51 produced using MIPS manual class annotations and composite data, from level 1 of the class hierarchy
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated the value of the DMP method of predicting protein functional class across the full spectrum of genome types, from bacterial up to the genomes of multi-cellular eukaryotes such as Arabidopsis [16, 6] .
A number of general conclusions can be made from these studies:
• It is possible to learn accurate rules that are more general that can be produced using traditional sequence similarities.
• The rules produced can, at least to a limited extent, be biologically interpreted. This demonstrates that they are consistent with known biology, and that are they capable of suggesting new ideas.
• Sometimes, the rules can be difficult to interpret; even when shown to be accurate. This highlights the distinction in the philosophy of science between "prediction" and "explanation".
• Some rules appear consistently across genomes, such as the rule that a high lysine content is an indicator of ribosomal protein biosynthesis.
• The different sources of information are of varying value. The sequence similarity profile data is perhaps the richest and most valuable source of data. Structural information is also of great use. Expression data appears to be the least informative. The probable reason for this is that most expression experiments are conducted with a specific question in mind. Despite this, expression data is a strong discriminator of ribosomal proteins.
The data that we collected for our equivalent study of the yeast genome [6] has now been used to provided the basis for the ILP Conference Challenge in 2005 (15th International Conference on Inductive Logic Programming http://ilp2005.in.tum. de/). This is a datamining challenge for multi-relational data. This means that not only are the gene predictions and rules a valuable resource for functional genomics, but the data itself is inspiring developments in the computational field of multi relational data mining. We expect that the data, rules and predictions we have collected for Arabidopsis will prove equally valuable to others.
All the predictions produced are publicly available, together with links to the rules and their estimated precision, at http: //www.genepredictions.org/. We are confident that many of these will be shown to be correct in the future, and we are currently experimentally testing insertion mutants of several of our predictions.
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